NOTES:
1. S1R4PT SUB-PLATE SUPPLIED WITH PRE WIRED, MOLDED, FOUR POSITION 20A, 125V BLACK RECEPTACLES.
2. FOLLOW MANUFACTURERS DIRECTIONS AND GUIDELINES FOR THE INSTALLATION AND MOUNTING OF THE POKE THRU AND ALL OF THE ASSOCIATED COMPONENTS.
3. FOR CAT NO. ENDS WITH FITCHI MEANS JUNCTION BOX IS NOT INCLUDED.
**CATALOG NUMBER - S1R4PTFIT & S1R4PTQUAD**

**WITHOUT JUNCTION BOX**

- **1/2 INCH EMT**
- **3/4 INCH EMT**

**CATALOG NUMBER - S1R4PTFIT & S1R4PTQUAD**

**WITH JUNCTION BOX**

**PLAN VIEW WITH COVER OPEN**

- **S1R4SP2X2DUPEX**
- **S1R4SP2X2STYLE**
- **S1R4SPQUAD**
- **S1R4SPTWIST**
- **S1R4SPSIMPLEX**
- **S1R4SPDUPLEX**
- **S1R4SPSTYLE**

**SUB-PLATES**

**4" RECESSED POKE-THROUGH**

*POKE-THRU DEVICES ON THIS PAGE ARE AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING COVER COLOR OPTIONS AS INDICATED BY THE CATALOG NUMBERS: AL - ALUMINUM FLANGE WITH COVER, BL - BLACK FLANGE WITH COVER, BRS - BRASS FLANGE WITH COVER, GY - GRAY FLANGE WITH COVER*